Power tilt trim

Power tilt and trim, are you using the trim when you run your boat? Are you trimming up, do
you tilt your engine up out of the water, do you tilt it when you trailer it? The difference between
tilt and trim on a boat is referencing the location of the outboard or the drive of the inboard.
Trimming is used when underway and goes about 20 degrees of the way up and tilting is
coming all the way up for storage. Did you know there are ways to use your trim to improve
your fuel economy? Here is how and everything that you need to know about tilt and trim on a
boat! Yes, tilt and trim are both in the same component on the engine, but they have different
functions. The tilting portion of the operation has to do more with trailering or getting the
outboard out of the water. Especially for long term storage while the boat is in the water. Here is
some more in-depth information on long term engine storage. While trimming on the other
hand. It only has to do with only a short distance of movement and while the boat is underway.
On most manufacturers, the trim system has two separate stages. One for trimming and one for
tilting. The trimming stage will be working until the engine reaches about 20 degrees of the way
up. When trimming the engine while underway, this will improve the fuel economy of the engine
and lighten the load. That is because when the engine is tilted all the way down. The angle and
force coming off of the propeller will push the bow of the boat down into the water. With a little
bit of trim, the engine will come up and the force and angle of the propeller will be pushing
down into the water. Which pushes the bow of the boat up out of the water. When there is less
of the boat in the water and the bow is pointing slightly upward. It takes away a lot of the drag
between the boat and the water. Allowing the engine to work less, thus burning less fuel and
saving you at the pump and getting more time on the water! Not all boats have the same types
of engines, and not all engines have the ability to tilt or trim on them. We wrote a great article
that explains all about the many differences between the types. So if you want to know more
about the different types, you can read this article about the differences between inboards and
outboards. On outboards, the tilt and the trim feature is used on almost all of the engines. Some
smaller engines will not have power tilt and trim, but will have the ability to tilt them up out of
the water. The trim feature might not be available though. This is understandable because as we
talked about. The trim is only for the first 20 degrees and then tilting is everything above that.
Where on a sterndrive, there are only about 20 degrees of overall motion. There is a lot of
efficiencies to running trim in your engine while you are underway. Probably the most important
and the one that we all care about. Is fuel efficiency and how better our fuel economy is when
we add a little trim in the engine. There are some parameters that we want to run in though. You
can tell if the boat is on a plane by looking back at the wake coming from under the boat. You
can run your boat at normal cruising speed and then slowly bring the throttle back. Whenever
you lose sight of the smooth water coming off the bottom of the boat behind it. And you feel the
back of the boat sink down into the water and the bow goes up. That is your hulls planing
speed. So, while on a plane, if you trim the engine up, and all boats will have different trim
angles depending on the power and the hull. You will feel the boat come up more out of the
water. That is because the propeller does not have an upward angle to it. When the engine is
trimmed all the way down. The propeller will be at an angle that will be pointing slightly upward,
towards the surface of the water. This angle will push the bow of the boat down into the water
and create more drag on the boat. Making the engine consume more fuel,. So if we trim the
engine up, it will change the angle of the propeller to be facing more downward, into the water.
This will push the bow of the boat up out of the water, removing drag and getting more of the
boat out of the water. There is a thing as too much trim though. If you trim the engine up too
much, it will begin to throw a huge rooster tail and that will actually take away your speed, for
most recreational applications. That is because you will be running the prop out of the water
and piercing the surface of the water, sucking in air. That is called ventilation and you are
aerating the prop, making for prop slip. Not only is it incredibly important to tilt the engine up
when trailering it. It is also necessary to tilt the engine up out of the water when the boat is left
in the water for long periods of time. If an engine is left down in the water for too long. It will
develop a lot of growth on the engine, which is damaging to the engine and will also slow down
the performance of the boat. So, if you are going to leave the boat in the water for an extended
period of time, you want to make sure that it is tilted up out of the water to prevent this growth.
We have two articles that have some really detailed information that will be a great read for you
on this subject. Should I leave my outboard engine up or down? Plus Boat Storage Tips. Moving
a boat from freshwater to saltwater? Over the years, the marine industry has made incredible
advancements and there are all kinds of new features coming on newer engines. Lots of
engines built in the last 20 years or so have the ability to have trim limiters on them. What these
do, are they limit the ability to trim the engine. This is usually used on certain boats that have
jack plates, engines mounted high, or engines that will hit the transom when they are tilted up
out of the water. What these do are just to stop the engine from tilting up past a set point that is

configured by a technician or the boat builder. This is just important to know about and can be
useful if you have a problem with hitting the transom or your poling platform when you are
poling the flats or trailering the boat! The trim and tilt unit is also something that gets forgotten
about. Whenever you perform your normal services. It is something that should be looked at.
You can add a lot of life to your engine if it is properly maintained! Checking the fluid level and
then checking the seals. We want to make sure that they are not leaking, rusting, or beginning
to leak. Will help you to prevent them from failing and then allowing water to get inside of the
trim and tilt unit. Causing failure down the road! Trim and tilt units can be filled up with the
same fluid on each unit. All manufacturers make a certain fluid that you can purchase. Or you
can fill the unit with automatic transmission fluid Dexron 3, or what is known as ATF. We have a
great video on servicing a trim and tilt system seals here on our Youtube Channel :. Sometimes
tilt and trim can get confused with trim tabs. Trim tabs are used to straighten out the boat or
compensate for heavy loads on one side or the other of the boat. We know that the trim is used
to get more of the boat out of the water when running, and for storing the engine. What trim tabs
do is create a drag on one side of the boat, or they push the bow down into the water. This is
extremely useful in certain offshore currents or river currents as well. You can put one trim tab
down and that will make the boat list in one direction. We want to put the list into the current, to
compensate for the current pushing the boat in a certain direction. You can also do this a little
bit with the engine trim and keeping one engine down. But this requires twin engines to do. For
even more information and helpful videos. Check us out on Youtube! We create all kinds of
how-to and DIY videos to help you learn more and more about your boat and how it works! And
if you would like to support us to continue bringing you great content, please click the link
below to Amazon where we get a commission from anything you are already going to buy! And
you can also donate by clicking the donate button here or on the right hand of the screen!
Aaron has been working in the Marine Industry for over a decade and holds certifications for
Yamaha and Mercury Marine. It is not uncommon for him to own and be working on at least
three different boats at any given point in time! You got the boat packed with your gear and your
best friends. When you go to start the engine, it simply clicks. Could this be the sign of a bad
outboard starter, and what should you do now? As to Talk to other boaters and you will likely
find out that many owners don't know the first thing about the water pump, let alone how to tell
when they have a bad outboard water pump! Yet, this vital Skip to content Power tilt and trim,
are you using the trim when you run your boat? Then after that, it uses the tilting portion until
the engine is tilted all the way. Making the engine consume more fuel, costing you more money!
With less drag, the engine will not need to consume as much fuel and you will also gain speed!
Trim Limiters Over the years, the marine industry has made incredible advancements and there
are all kinds of new features coming on newer engines. ATF is a universal fluid that can be used
on your power trim and tilt system. Continue Reading. Power Tilt and Trim units are
electro-hydraulic mechanisms driven by a motor-driven gear pump as source of providing
hydraulic pressure. The angle of the outboard machine is actively changed by trim function, and
an efficient running is secured. Tilt function is useful for the protection of the outboard engine.
Moreover, the hull and the outboard engine are prevented being damaged by Shock absorbing
function. It is possible to install it in the outboard engine easily with two upper and lower pins.
Functions and Roles Power Tilt and Trim units are electro-hydraulic mechanisms driven by a
motor-driven gear pump as source of providing hydraulic pressure. Three Cylinder Power Tilt
and Trim [Mounting class] for large-sized outboard engines to PS [Characteristics] With a
separated trim and tilt casting structure, these units can be installed easily onto an outboard
engine with two upper and lower pins. Power Tilt and Trim for Small Outboard Engines
[Mounting class] for smaller-sized outboard engines below 30 PS [Characteristics] Placing the
motor inside the reservoir allowed us to extensively review the layout and achieve a compact
size. Return to Top. Integrated Power Tilt and Trim [Mounting class] for large-sized outboard
engines to PS [Characteristics] Trim and tilt integral casting structure. Having a power tilt
system on an outboard motor gives the owner great operating flexibility. Being able to adjust
the angle at which the propeller bites the water dramatically affects both speed and
performance. Many larger outboards are delivered with an attached hydraulic tit and trim
system. For those that are not, owners will need to purchase and install a commercial unit or
improvise their own solution. The best solution for a boat owner wishing to install his own
power tilt system is to install a mechanical linear actuator at the top of the transom. Examine
the outboard's motor board and its connection to the transom. If the motor board is connected
to the transom by means of a jack plate a two-piece metallic assembly that provides on-the-fly
height adjustment of an outboard motor , unscrew or disconnect the upper control linkage or, if
it is mechanical, the upper lug bolt. This process allows the outboard to rotate freely toward and
away from the transom, thereby effecting a tilt motion. The only additional requirement is a

means of powering that motion. Create a manual jack plate assembly, for outboards bolted
directly to the transom, for indirect connection of the outboard. Mount these channels to the
transom and motor board, respectively, with 3 pairs of vertically aligned holes through which
both pieces are bolted. These locations will vary based upon either or both of the transom or
motor board's design. Make the connections such that the 2 channels meet facing and
overlapping with the transom-side channel inboard of the motor board channel's right flange
and outboard of its left flange. Note that installing a jack plate assembly requires disconnecting
the outboard from the boat's transom -- a task that must be performed out of the water with a
motor hoist. Reattach the outboard to the transom, if necessary. Measure, mark and drill the 2
actuator mounting bracket holes through the transom. Do this by holding the actuator mounting
bracket against the vertical surface of the transom, with its upper surface 2 inches below the
top edge of the transom. Use a nail to mark the center of the drill hole locations on the transom.
Drill the 2 mounting holes and mount the bracket with one-half-inch machine bolts. The bolt
length will vary based on the thickness of the transom. Repeat this process to attach the
second mounting bracket to the motor board of the outboard engine. It will be necessary to
determine the exact mounting location. Hold the transom-attached actuator against a T-square
and locate the mounting position of the bracket on the motor board. Verify the attachment the
linear actuator to both mounting brackets. The arm-end connection should be onto the motor
board bracket and the actuator base connection onto the transom bracket. Connect the wiring
assembly to the DC circuit board or central electrical system. Test the power tilt motion by
using the plus, or "Out," control. The actuator arm will be extended, tilting the outboard away
from the transom. The minus, or "In," control retracts the actuator arm, causing the outboard to
tilt toward the transom. If the motor is not actuated, check the wiring and reground the
assembly. If the arm is only partially extended, replace the DC battery with an increased-wattage
unit. James Roberts began writing professionally in , focusing initially on methodologies,
multimedia courses and how-to articles on information technology, business, software, health
care and relationships. His published works appear on various online article databases and he
holds a Bachelor of Science in business from West Virginia University. Related Proper Mounting
Height for an Outboard. Install the Linear Actuator Step 1 Reattach the outboard to the transom,
if necessary. The model of linear actuator will determine whether the control is wired or
wireless. Quickly and easily deploy your kicker motor by flipping a switch with the Model 45
Motor Lift. With Developed to provide trim and tilt features on motors that don't have factory
trim and tilt. In a matter of minutes the Panther Integral Trim and Tilt fastens directly to your
exiting motor bracket without modification. The Panther Integral Trim and Tilt offers a patented
break-away safety feature, that releases the motor in the event of striking a log or any
underwater stationary object. Make your day on the water just a bit more enjoyable with out
straining your muscles trying to raise and lower the auxiliary motor. A simple convenience with
major results. The heavy duty bracket easily handles auxiliary outboards up to 35hp or pounds.
Kicker motors are supported in any position with this durable design. In addition to its
ruggedness, the Model 35 is the only kicker motor lift with a convertible setback. An optional
spacer offers an additional three inches of setback for even greater clearance. When it comes to
auxiliary motor lifts, the Model 35 sets the standard. Rugged, reliable, and tournament tested.
The heavy duty bracket easily handles auxiliary outboards up to 40hp or pounds. Used by
tournament fishermen all around the country the auxiliary motor lift is rugged, reliable, and
tournament tested. This trim and tilt is designed specifically for the weekend fisherman. The
Model 40 is a heavy duty fabricated aluminum bracket. It will hold 2 and 4 strokes motors up to
lbs. Bracket comes with electrical relay and 2 button switch 12ft cord. Make your day on the
water just a bit more enjoyable with out straining your muscles trying to raise and lower an
outboard motor that is not equipped with trim and tilt. The model is the perfect option for older
outboard motors with bad hydraulic trim and tilts, when repair costs are prohibitively expensive.
The heavy duty bracket is designed for outboards up to hp or pounds and it maximizes lifting
power even greater than the outboards tilt range , and it also allows for increased tuck-under to
get heavy boats on plane quickly. Adapts to clamp on or bolt-through outboards. The Panther
Pro-Strap provides hands-free, heavy-duty retention for the Model As the engine is tilted, the
strap tightens and secures the motor for extreme, rough water conditions. As the motor is
lowered, the two-inch diving belt strap stays secured and tucks to the side. Will fit any auxiliary
outboard with a Panther Model Adjustable buckles and stainless clevis are included. Mounting
bolt supplied. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
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ior to running these cookies on your website. Facebook Google Instagram. Designed to work
with Johnson and Evinrude Two-Stroke outboards. Motors made from to Horse Power Ratings
of 20, 25, 28, 30 and Standard BIA bolt pattern. Pro Strap Kicker Tie Down. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you
wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

